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“The Oak”
“TRESURED MEMORIES makes the Heart grow fonder.”
By Para Kas

The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations states that 'great oaks from little acorns grow' is a 14th century
proverb. It means Great things may come from small beginnings. Thus with Hope in our hearts and great
desires propelled by Hope, leads to small Miracles that could lead to Greater Results. And so from one oak
great things can grow.

Excerpt:

“From a single Oak a thousand trees grew” thought the boy now King.

Life blossomed and it was then that The Oak was honouring peace love and joy to its fullest potential. The
Oak’s dedication to life in honour to the boy and his mother.

The Miracle……….

One night The Oak felt this deep desire to visit his Mother’s Land. It felt so deeply drawn to go there and felt
this feeling of wanting to feel so complete to just be there in the presence of where It’s Mother lived………

“It would be something” the Oak thought “immensely courageous and to show deepest respects to the land
that she lived her whole life”.

In deep sleep The Oak’s prayers continued for a Massive Miracle that it would find its Loving Mother still
fully blooming ripe with youthfulness and joy.

Upon awaking The Oak began on foot for a journey not knowing what to expect. It hoped for the best and
feared yet the worst in the same instant. Yet all along the journey, it prayed with all of it’s soul and feeling
with all of it’s heart for what it thought might not be possible. It was what continued to help The Oak take
ever step forward in the direction it knew it wanted so much to visit, just to feel the presence somehow of its
Beloved Mother whom it loves with all that it is……

As The Oak neared the Land that It’s Mother had lived all her life, its heart started to beat so much faster. It
stopped in immense fear. It was not sure if it was at all ready, yet The Oak held on ever more tight to hoping
and believing…………

Hope is what kept The Oak moving. Hope is what helped it hold onto its wish and its dream. In deepest hope
that its prayer would be answered. Hope………

As The Oak entered the Land of its Mother’s Home, it was totally left in Amazement. The land was of this
deep richfullness of the colour green. So much Life, so much joy all around. So serene Its heart began to
dance in a way that It thought It would never do so again………yet here was The Oak standing in immense
joy as Its Hopes deepened ever so much more……….

“Son, your Home!!” The Oak hears so familiar the voice. Its thoughts wondering “Could it be? Is it
possible……..?” His Heart beating ever more so faster.

“Son, I knew you would come. I called out many times in My Dreams in Hope that you could hear me.”

He knew then as he suddenly turned around to find his Loving Mother standing tall and strong!!!!!!!!! He was
left in total Bewilderment yet full of phenomenal joy………..

With Tears streaming down it’s face, The Oak calls out Overwhelmed with so much Joy “MUM MUM
!!!!!!!!!!!! You are Alive You Are Alive!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” Running to her with such Open Arms and hugged
her with such Love such Joy………………….

And there Its next part of its journey began as they shared the stories of Possibilities, Of Hope, of her journey
and The Oak’s. It leads The Oak on a journey far deeper in Understanding the True Meaning of Life.

………..and as for The King, oh he sure did meet The Oak’s Loving Mother and All Together united joys
brought more Peace to the World……………

In The Oaks’ Deepest Despair, it’s Grief that led him on a journey of Soul Evolution and Life of a deeper
meaning, Like in Mythology where the Phoenix rises from ashes, or A poppy can suddenly reborn after years
of not been seen in the same place it once was seen; like an Agapanthus that blooms when their season to
bloom is long gone, or a Broom Tree that burns to ashes and yet no matter what continues to reborn; and the
countless stories of the Resurrection of The Ascended Master Jesus and Many Saints, and the Many Miracles
that we have once been made to believe were not possible, suddenly helps us realize one valuable
lesson………………….

“Don’t ever take away someone’s hope, it may be all they have to hold onto”
Anonymous

“Nothing is ever really lost, or can be lost, No birth, identity, form--no object of the world. Nor life, nor
force, nor any visible thing; Appearance must not foil, nor shifted sphere confuse thy brain. Ample are time
and space--ample the fields of Nature. The body, sluggish, aged, cold--the embers left from earlier fires, The
light in the eye grown dim, shall duly flame again; The sun now low in the west rises for mornings and for
noon’s continual; To frozen clods ever the spring's invisible law returns, With grass and flowers and summer
fruits and corn.”

“Continuities” by Walt Whitman (1819-1892)

So you see to some it may be a children story but it is written for all, to learn the true existence of life.

In the midst of adversity some have faced, one finds the phenomenal enormity of courage or Awakening to
pursue that which is for their highest good. A domino affect occurs. Sometimes the journey along the way
was immensely challenging. However, it is suppose to be fulfilling and satisfying always.

In pursuit of evolving, connecting and discovering the true purpose of one’s life, many have been made to
believe, or lead to the belief, that most often than not, extraordinary challenges will be faced in doing so. It is
only now a lot of awakenings occur where more are uniting as a front to allow the world to pursue a journey
of Truth in Harmony, in protection and with great safety, much Love and joy. It is what Humanity’s Truth of
Life was always supposed to be.

It surprises a lot who are forced to realise at some point, more so now that much has come to change on
Earth, that the Truth, the Gems, the Essence of all of Life is Life, not death. Life is meant for Light, not
lifeless. Life is to be Respected not Destructed.

In the glory of mankind, one comes along to blossom in it whilst another tries to shun it. Life has a
momentum of joy in its source. It is a matter of how willing one must become, determined and prepared to
‘fight’ all forces of darkness that have abused the true existence of purpose of life, to finally be full of life and
live the life entitled to live. Healthy Harmonious and Long Life.

Earth was Always of diversity. One must come to find a way to allow for life to form to its purest form, not
as an exterior motive, But an interior moral.

“Confined to limitations of others, who choose to not be happy, for those who do something on soul level”
(Otto Vetter) is like stopping one from dreaming and hoping as a way of feeling alive, and willing to move
forward and make the changes necessary to having a fulfilling soul life. “Our lives must be guided by a .....
vision of the future..... without a guiding vision ...we will spiral away...and ultimately perish.” Proverbs 29:18

I still try to fully grasp how we are made to live life that when one is in great happiness, that they have to be
also alert for any dangers that may take away the happiness. I wonder has the Subconscious been so
programmed to believe that happiness is not supposed to last? And can lessons be learnt in the moment rather
than later? I believe so.............

There is so much corruption in this world with no respect or love amongst us. It is why the world has come to
this point where forced changes are now necessary to bring back the true existence of life, for what it is, Love
and Light. The fullness of life and the joys of those who truly do want good for those around and themselves,
means stopping those corrupting the world, depleting the world, destroying and diminishing for their own
purpose of greed, selfishness, and no respect for love, life, joy, peace harmony and the Creation of
phenomenal glory in its Graceful Noble Nature. So much Competition that it is more one wins versus all win,
and one is better than another rather than for knowledge and growth.

One of the Spirit Guides who comes forth to me known as Tear of Grace, says “Humanity in it deepest grief
for harmony peace and contentment, grieving over the deliberate destruction of humanity in its vulnerable
state, holding onto hope, on the belief for harmony on Earth. Holding on to hope.”

The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations states that 'great oaks from little acorns grow' is a 14th century proverb.
It means Great things may come from small beginnings. Thus with Hope in our hearts and great desires
propelled by Hope, leads to small Miracles that could lead to Greater Results. And so from one oak great
things can grow.

Throughout many sources and resources The Oak in its Symbology represents power, strength, endurance,
protection, success and stability, triumph, prosperity, and Guardian,. It is considered sacred by almost every
culture. It has a strong association with weather, and symbolizes positive purposes, magic and fidelity.

Throughout human history, Trees themselves have served as powerful symbology to life. You can learn so
much from them and thus their surroundings. Trees represent the knowledge of life, growth, and are seen as
sacred by many. They serve many purposes and are there to be wisely used not abused. To be used for the
best benefits of all involved. Like Oak, we use trees for a variety of uses including oxygen as the first main
importance, followed by other uses such as for building, furniture, fencing, firewood, charcoal, ashes for
fertiliser.

Trees cleanse pollution and provide clean air oxygen. Imagine what life would be without trees.

“Instead of using it in a beautiful way we are using it to damage the world. It only has a limit on how far we
go. One day it could backfire on us in what we do with it so damaging. We do not appreciate it. Instead we
use it for chemicals that we cannot burn or throw out. Trees are to be able to Built things to last, not to be
thrown away. It should be to last and appreciate. Trees are given to us to appreciate their life. Why don’t we
build things with timber that presents such elegance which no other material could represent? It’s useful and
of purpose. Even if we were to burn it, still the ashes are useful. We do not stop to think that in Dinosaurs
times when meteorites combined them with trees creating what we call today Crude oil, is disregarded with
no respect of what it took to make. We can make a product that could last forever rather than misuse to make
plastic and products from pharmaceutical organisations that are not benefiting the world and mankind. It is
estimated oil will not be there for long.”
(Otto Vetter).

